Pace Arrow is the premier gas-powered recreational vehicle, establishing a tradition of commanding luxury and surpassing boundaries crossed only by diesel models before. Revel in the spaciousness of increased ceiling heights and a triple slide-out floorplan and experience the culmination of high-tech engineering and elegant design for yourself.
Grandeur in motion... a redesigned dash is merely the beginning. With amenities such as a rearview camera, passenger side computer workstation, easy access snack console, power sun visor shade and plush, contoured leather seats, the journey will invariably upstage the destination. Traveling in the pinnacle of style, you’ll appreciate the thoughtfulness of the movable dining table and recliner and the sheer pleasure of a Panasonic® 27” TV and five-disc DVD home theatre system.

Residential comforts meet resort luxuries in Pace Arrow’s showcase interior that combines American pragmatism with European refinement in features such as stainless steel GE® convection oven, single lever chrome pull-out faucet, solid surface Corian® countertops and galley pantry with pull-out wire shelves. Plenty of space, but no room for modesty—show off your prized collections from exotic journeys in Pace Arrow’s illuminated glass-encased curio cabinet with center extension shelf.
Our mark of excellence is a pledge of quality. Every Pace Arrow is inscribed with the Pace Arrow insignia as a testament to its enduring elegance, character, and craftsmanship.
•} **Comfort**

Let serenity be your theme tonight. Turn the corner of your hallway and take in the moonlit view from two large bay windows. Retire in grand style with Pace Arrow’s queen size bed with pillow top mattress, tastefully appointed in luxurious fabrics with complementary headboard and valance. Set the mood with soothing incandescent lighting and the soft strains of jazz acoustically enhanced through an optimally positioned subwoofer.

•} **Convenience**

A touch of home, the essence of vacation. Cedar lined wardrobe with mirrored doors and wire shelves, spacious overhead cabinets, wood drawers and a combination desk/vanity accommodate all of your storage needs without compromising style. Designer details such as beveled mirror, skylight, brushed nickel bath accessories and discreetly placed washer/dryer add distinction and ease to Pace Arrow’s lavatory.
Improvements abound! A redesigned front and rear cap, new luggage doors, hinge system and automatic leveling system are just some of the enhancements certain to exceed your expectations. Make a fashion statement in your choice of three stately exterior graphics palettes and delight in the distinction Pace Arrow heralds. Join the elite who have discovered the treasure of Pace Arrow for themselves and don't deny your aspirations another day.
Color your Pace Arrow in personality with a selection of one of four striking interior palettes. Choose from the cool neutrals of Slate, the warm tones of Sand, the vibrant shades of Lagoon or the sunkissed glow of Terra Cotta. To further complement your Pace Arrow, select one of three hardwoods: Fairfield Maple, Cherry or Windsor Birch.
RV Ownercare is a limited one-year/three-year or 15,000 mile warranty, whichever occurs first, and it is fully transferable for the first 12 months. RV Ownercare is one of the RV industry's most comprehensive programs and includes systems and appliances, components, and construction, with no deductible and no service charge. RV Ownercare coverage is provided from a company that will be around in the future to service your needs. See your nearest Fleetwood dealer for a full explanation of benefits and restrictions.

Visit our website to find a dealer near you or learn more about other Fleetwood products:

www.fleetwoodrv.com
or call 1-800-444-4905.

Fleetwood uses automotive style bonding for all windshields. Most competitors still use old rubber gaskets.

Fleetwood uses 100% electric slide-outs. Some competitors still use high-maintenance hydraulic systems.

Fleetwood Vacu-bonds® all sidewalls, ceilings and floors. Some competitors only vacuum laminate on more expensive models.

Fleetwood uses either all aluminum or steel construction for floors, sidewalls and ceiling structural framing. Some competitors still use wood.

Steel I-beams are welded the length of the chassis for enormous weight-bearing ability.

Water tanks run horizontally down the center of the frame for balance.

Beefy steel outriggers firmly cradle all exterior compartments.

Drawings are for illustrative purpose only to highlight aspects of motor home construction. Actual motor home design depends on model and is subject to change.